
街       頭         巷       尾  

Gai     Tau       Hong  Mei 

[gai     tɐu        hɔŋ     mei] 

Street Corner  Lane   End  

Street Calls 

 

 

 

 

 

雞          粥，       魚    生     粥！ 

Geui      chuk,       yu   sang chuk! 

[gɐi        ʤʊ(k)     jy    saŋ   ʤʊ(k)] 

Chicken congee,   fish raw  congee! 

Chicken congee, fish congee! 

 

 

乾    撈  麵，   雲   吞    麵！ 

Kon lou min,   wen ten  min! 

[gɔn lɔu min    wɐn tɐn  min] 

Lo          mein, wonton  noodles! 

Lo mein, wonton noodles! 

 

 

雞          粥！ 

Geui      chuk! 

[gɐi        ʤʊ(k)] 

Chicken congee!  

Chicken congee!  

 

 

河    粉，       水       餃！ 

Ho   fen,         sui      gao! 

[hɔ   fɐn          sœi     gau] 

Rice noodles, boiled dumplings!  

Rice noodles, boiled dumplings!  

 

 

叉      燒   飯，  糯      米      雞！ 

Ca     xiu   fan,   no       meui geui! 

[ʧa     siu   fan    nɔ       mɐi   gɐi] 

Roast pork rice, sticky rice   chicken! 

Roast pork rice, chicken sticky rice! 

 

 

燒   賣，                   蝦         餃！ 

Xiu  mai,                   ha         gao! 

[siu  mai                    ha         gau] 

Steamed dumplings, shrimp  dumplings! 

Steamed dumplings, shrimp dumplings! 

 

 



 

豬    腸      粉！ 

Ju    qiung fen! 

[ʤy ʧœŋ    fǝn] 

Pork rice noodle rolls! 

Pork rice noodle rolls! 

 

 

雞           粥！ 

Geui       chuk! 

[gɐi        ʤʊ(k)] 

Chicken congee!  

Chicken congee!  

 

 

Notes: 

- While this collection uses the pinyin system (the most standardized) for transliterating Mandarin, 

Cantonese does not have such a standardized system. Many different methods are used by different 

people in different places. The two Cantonese pieces in this collection use different systems for 

transliterating the Cantonese in order to preserve those originally used in the scores. Take note that 

Gai Tau Hong Mei and Seui Diu Go Tau do not have the same system of transliteration.  However, the 

same IPA system has been used for both, so please refer to that closely.   

- The [ɐ] phonetic symbol, while not commonly used in Western lyric diction, is a distinctive vowel of 

Cantonese language that merits use here (used in words like ‘geui,’ ‘meui,’ and ‘wen ten’); it should 

be less open-frontal than the Latin [a] and should have a slight [ə]  position, pronounced midway 

between [a] and [ə] as [a/ǝ] 

- The [i] vowel of ‘min’ [min] should be slightly opened and pronounced between [i/I] 

- The tongue position for the [ʧ] consonant of ‘ca’ [ʧa] should be curled slightly inward toward [ts], as 

in [ʧ/tsa]  

- The tongue position for the [n] consonant of ‘no’ [nɔ] should be slightly back and pronounced midway 

between [l/nɔ] 

- The parenthetical (k) is added here to signify that the consonant is stopped without being fully 

sounded 

- All diphthongs need full articulation of both vowels 

o Unlike bel canto diction, however, in which the first diphthong vowel is usually sustained, 

there is more flexibility of interpretation according to the context and contrasting sections of 

this piece 

o One ‘street call’ effect may be better gained by going immediately to the second dipthongs of 

certain words like ‘geui’ [gɐi] (sustaining the [i]) 

o A contrasting effect could be attained in bars 40-59 by sustaining the first diphthong vowels 

 


